
  

  1زبان انگليسي 

Part A: Grammar & Vocabulary 
1- Julie: There’s no milk. 

John: I know. I .................... and get some when this TV program finishes. 
1) am going 2) go 3) am going to go 4) will go 

 
2- We .................... a lot of shopping at the mall when you were in France. 

1) will do 2) did 3) are doing 4) are going to do 

 
3- Look! The bus .................... . Let’s get on the bus. 

1) come 2) comes 3) is coming 4) came 

 
4- In all natural processes, energy is never created or ...................., but is only changed from one form into another. 

1) destroyed 2) protected 3) followed 4) expressed 

 
5- Standards in health .................... have greatly improved compared to 40 years ago. 

1) formation 2) difference 3) care 4) pattern 

 
6- Holidays in Italy are too expensive, so we’re going to Greece .................... . 

1) freely 2) anymore 3) especially 4) instead 

 
7- At the end of my speech, I’d like all the students to .................... into small groups and answer my questions. 

1) practice 2) attend 3) enjoy 4) divide 

 
8- The teacher asked the students to answer the questions in complete sentences, not .................... . 

1) phrases 2) pairs 3) schedules 4) realities 

 
Part B: Cloze Test 

The fact that a good teacher has the capacity of a good actor does not …(9)… that he will actually be able to act 
well on the stage; for there are very important …(10)… between the teacher’s work and the actor’s. Unlike a 
teacher, the actor has to repeat exactly the same words each time he …(11)… a certain part. What he has to do 
is to make all the carefully learned words and actions seem …(12)… on the stage. 

 
9- 1) plan 2) mean 3) hurt 4) save 

 
10- 1) differences 2) strategies 3) programs 4) interests 

 
11- 1) matches 2) plays 3) makes 4) chooses 

 
12- 1) recent 2) hopeful 3) interested 4) natural 
 
Part C: Reading Comprehension 

Some people think that sports and games are not important things to do; they prefer going to the cinema, 
listening to the radio, or sleeping. But sports and games should not be considered just an amusement; they are 
very necessary, specially for those who work with their brains. 
Sports and games make our bodies strong, prevent us from getting too fat, and keep us healthy. But these are 
not their only uses: they are very useful for character training. In their lessons at school, boys and girls learn 
about the usefulness of working together, discipline, and love of one’s country; but what is learned in books 
cannot have the same deep effect on a child’s character as what is learned by experience. A student, who learns 
to work for his team and not for himself on a football field, will find it natural to work for the good of his 
country instead of only for his own advantage. 

13- According to the passage, playing sports and games is .................... for people who work with their brains. 
1) not important 2) waste of time 3) an amusement 4) very necessary 

 
14- In order to educate children better and more efficiently they .................... . 

1) should play games and sports 2) shouldn’t be prevented from working 
3) should only study their lessons at school 4) shouldn’t pay too much attention to amusements 

 
15- What a student learns by experience when playing a game .................... . 

1) may have a bad effect on his character 
2) doesn’t have any effects on his character 
3) is less important than what he learns from books 
4) is more important than what he learns from books 


